
NEW DELHI: In a tiny flat in a rundown alley
in New Delhi, Rakesh Kumar Misra is working
against the odds to bring India’s ancient
Sanskrit language to the country’s millions.
The 4,000-year-old classical language was
traditionally used by Brahmin intellectuals
and Hindu priests. Rarely spoken as a moth-
er tongue in India, Sanskrit is often dis-
missed as a dead language. But Misra is
undeterred, spending up to 12 hours a day
hunched over his computer, translating and
writing articles for a weekly 16-page news-
paper in the script.

“My aim is to take Sanskrit to the masses,
to make it accessible to everyone,” Misra,
who has a masters in Sanskrit studies and
sees the language as indelibly linked to
India’s heritage, said. Hopes of a Sanskrit
revival, long pushed by Hindu hardliners,
have been rising since India’s Hindu nation-
alist Prime Minister Narendra Modi stormed
to power at last year’s general election.

Several ministers, although not Modi
himself, took an oath of office in the revered
language and a national “Sanskrit week” was
later declared to promote its teaching in
schools. The first Sanskrit movie made in
more than two decades (and only the third
ever) was shown at a leading film festival in
November in the tourism state of Goa. 

Vinod Mankara, director of
“Priyamanasam”, about a 17th century-poet
from the southern state of Kerala, said he

hoped to secure government help to show
the film overseas to “mesmerise foreigners”
with the language. “It’s been my desire from
long back to propagate the beauty of the
Sanskrit language,” he said.

Intolerance rising 
But the focus on Sanskrit has sparked a

debate about its role in India, which has 22
official languages, many spoken by sizeable
minorities. Critics fear Hindu hardliners are
promoting Sanskrit as a way of imposing
Hindu superiority on the country’s religious
and linguistic minorities. Mankara has reject-
ed criticism that his film promotes Hindu
ideology, calling it “pure art”. 

It comes at a time of raging controversy
over whether the Modi government is fail-
ing to uphold India’s tradition of secularism
and diversity, amid rising fears of growing
intolerance towards Muslims and others.
Education Minister Smriti Irani, responsible
for promoting the language, denies the
right-wing government has any hidden
agenda and describes Sanskrit as the “voice
of India’s soul and wisdom”. But she faces an
uphill battle popularising it in schools,
where it is offered as an optional language,
and where some believe it’s linked with
India’s past not its future.

“There are a lot of languages on offer and
it’s difficult to deliver it everywhere,” KC
Tripathi, head of languages at the National

Council of Educational Research and
Training, a government body that advises
on school curriculums. Tripathi said the
council was forming a new education policy,
at the Modi government’s request, that
includes updating and improving the way
Sanskrit is taught in schools.

India’s heritage 
Only 14,100 people speak Sanskrit as

their main language, according to the latest
census figures, less than one percent of
India’s 1.25 billion population. Still used in
Hindu prayers and chants in temples,
Sanskrit is the root of many but not all
Indian languages and descends from the
Indo-Aryans.  It was used thousands of years
ago by India’s intellectuals whose manu-
scripts covered everything from philosophy
to astronomy and medicine, not unlike Latin
or Greek in the West.

“You can’t think about India without
thinking of Sanskrit. The intellectual heritage
of India for the last 5,000 years is rooted in
Sanskrit,” said Ramesh Bhardwaj, head of
Delhi University’s Sanskrit department, the
world’s largest with 4,000 undergraduate
students. “This is not a dead language,” he
added. Bhardwaj said he is disappointed the
government has not done more to revive
Sanskrit, including making it compulsory in
schools, so younger generations can under-
stand India’s roots. — AFP 
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MUMBAI: A technician working for Air
India has died after being sucked into
a jet engine as the plane pushed back
for take-off at Mumbai airport, the air-
line and reports said. The freak acci-
dent happened on Wednesday
evening when the co-pilot of flight AI
619 to Hyderabad in India’s south mis-
took a signal from ground staff and
started the engine.

It sucked in Ravi Subramanian, who

was standing close by, the Press Trust
of India reported, quoting anonymous
sources at Air India, the Asian giant’s
national carrier. The airline wrote on
its official Twitter handle that one of
its technicians had “died in a mishap
during pushback of flight AI 619”,
without specifying exactly what hap-
pened.

“The incident is being investigated.
Our heartfelt  condolences to the

bereaved family,” said the tweet. Air
India’s chairman and managing direc-
tor Ashwani Lohani said “we are
deeply saddened & regret the tragic
incident” at Mumbai’s Chhatrapati
Shivaji airport, according to the post
late on Wednesday. The state-run car-
rier, which has not reported an annual
profit since 2007, has been hit by a
string of technical glitches and other
embarrassing incidents, including

staff turning up late for flights.
In April, the airline made headlines

when it  had to ground two of its
pilots after a fight erupted between
the pair  just  before takeoff .
Wednesday’s incident comes a week
after a turboprop plane belonging to
budget carrier SpiceJet hit a group of
wild boars and skidded as it came
into land at Jabalpur airport in cen-
tral India. — AFP 

Congress may
exploit Gandhis’

day in court
NEW DELHI: Indian opposition leaders Sonia and Rahul
Gandhi will appear in court tomorrow to defend them-
selves against graft allegations in a case they hope to
turn to their advantage by energizing their party faith-
ful against Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

The mother and son are the political heirs of the
Nehru-Gandhi dynasty, that ruled India for most of its
post-independence history, but suffered a humiliating
election defeat last year at the hands of Modi’s
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). The case was brought by a
BJP leader who says the Gandhis misused party funds to
acquire properties. The Gandhis deny wrongdoing and
would seek bail yesterday, a senior Congress leader
said.

The Congress accuses Modi of pursuing a political
vendetta against the family. Party workers said there
would be uproar if the court treated the pair harshly,
which would back-fire on Modi. “If the judiciary makes a
call to detain them for a day, it will be an across-the-
board tsunami, but that tsunami is bound to work in
our favor in the upcoming state elections,” said a
Congress party official.

Modi’s top aides have denied any involvement in the
case. The court hearing comes after Modi’s defeat in a
state election last month raised doubt about his popu-
larity and dimmed chances he would be able to win
more states to consolidate power in parliament’s upper
house, where he lacks a majority.

Soured relations 
The legal battle has also soured relations between

the BJP and Congress in parliament and has apparently
scuppered the chances of them working together to
clear legislation for landmark tax reform critical for eco-
nomic growth. Two other Congress sources said they
believed the Gandhis’ court appearance would help
turn the public mood against Modi.

“Showing up in court and attempting to play victim,
in a highly public way, is a way of rebuilding morale
among the rank-and-file,” said Milan Vaishnav, a politi-
cal expert at the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace. Former prime minister and Sonia’s mother-in-
law, Indira Gandhi, chose to go to jail in a case brought
by her rivals in 1977, using it to win sympathy and
launch a comeback.

BJP leader Subramanian Swamy, who has brought
the lawsuit, accuses the two of setting up a shell com-
pany to illegally gain control of properties worth $300
million. The assets were owned by a firm that published
a newspaper founded by Rahul’s great grandfather,
Jawaharlal Nehru. Congress workers are gearing up for
protests. Sanjay Nirupam, the party’s chief in Mumbai,
said workers were ready to face arrest tomorrow.
Swamy said he would not be cowed. “I don’t like this
mob behavior, these Congress party demonstrations
and all,” the 76-year-old told Reuters. “If they launch
massive protests, then I can say they are unfit to live in a
civilized society and should be sent to jail.” — Reuters 
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NEW DELHI: In this photograph taken on November 25, 2015, Indian participants attend a Sanskrit class at the Sanskrit
Samvadshala. — AFP 


